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Calcutta’s universities are politically involvedance
By MARIA WAWER CASSlS SSSS.Seam bUt W,th0Ut 10°S‘ g efficient size. It is easy to see how While living on Dharamtala Street, which Calcutta was founded

big way. The University of , , a few blocks away is the unfortunate that so many do protesting the rise in food prices; suddenly found its economic base 
Calcutta has a quarter of a million N Market a labvrinth of shops become civil servants in a country other groups decrying grain withdrawn. During the war
students, scattered in about 100 ... {rom mtrj£ate silver where more productive work is shortages, or this or the other preceding ,he .^î1131.10". 0
different colleges. Students from f... d fine ieatherowrks to needed - organizing rural groups, political injustice. Bangladesh, hundreds of thou-
the University have, more than [‘^t and vegeUbles in Us inner etc... Power failures, some due to sands of refugees camped on he
once, been strongly involved in recesses Tbb$ market, although Back to Calcutta...there is no actual shortages and inadequacies Clties door®*eps' further dr in g
striving for many political and not ancient by any means has way for me to give some type of of the electrical system, others due fhe Droblems of housthe
social changes in India. preserved the old tradition of being nice, general, overview of what the to strikes, were also common. unemployment sanitation cannot

Administering such a monolith un<jer a series of big stone roofs, city is. I will have to stick to one or be an^sv task t he potential is
cannot be an easy task. Due partly 0ne can brouse in comfort under two other disparate impressions or There are problems, big prob- he an easy ia. i P”
to the rambling nature of the the relative coolness of the mall, observations. Why is it that such lems in this rambling, in some ‘here. In:many ways t air ady l
structure, with its scattered Qne couldn’t give a traveller’s things so often sound much worse ways disorganized metropolis. It is 6
component institutions, there is as overview of India without at least than they really are once one is at
yet no student representation or mentioning the bureaucracy one all used to them?
any of the governing bodies of the runs jnt0 everywhere. There are Some parts of Calcutta have 
university. The student union, SOme astoundingly efficient people little or nothing in the way of an
which tends to be much more many offices - who often turn out organized garbage disposal sys-
politically orientated than student t0 ^ astoundingly overworked as tern. Thus in many parts of town
councils in North America (giving, the work is piled on them more and one sees the phenomenon of some 
perhaps, its students a much less more. There are various little part of a street being designated a 
narrow view of the problems in rituals every tourist must perform, temporary dump. Here, all day 
society than do many of our ivory For example, it is not allowed for long, the people throw their refuse, 
toweredinstitutions) seems to be in foreigners to travel to areas of which is the burned at night. The 
a more inward looking mood In(ba bordering the little series of pile can become quite big during 
lately. It is trying to achieve more countries that separate India from the day. Cows munch at the 
student say on matters affecting cbjna (Nepal, Bhutan, Siblsim) or vegetable matter all day, and in 
them at the university. to Assam, without special visas. As the evening, some of the street

dwellers come to see if there is

it easier to get at 
« which is recorded 
in any case. It makes 

national filing system in 
vhen more and more 
intended for us all are 
to existence.” 
s Canada already has 

the results of other 
sat surveys and the 
le compulsory census 
i every ten years.
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linars to discuss pending 
n. “It gives people a 
to discuss proposed 

n with experts in the field 
ested persons can assess 
posed legislation and 

the decision makers to 
formed criticisms and 
t suggestions,” Pearcey

ant people to voice their 
We’re remaining comple- 
litical - we help them 
the laws and hope they 

igate action themselves, 
want to do it for them,”
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Also, I met quite a few students, these papers are passed from one 
especially in the natural sciences government official to another for anything they can salvage, 
fields, who are afraid their signing and stamping and counter- One of these depots was 
curriculum is not modern and signing this can take time! surprisingly almost in front of a
rigorous enough to put them on a i ran into the utter epitomy of the large central post office near Lemn 
par with universities in other perfect bureaucrat while arrang- Saranii Street. The dump itself did 
countries. According to several ing student discounts for the one not surprise me as much as the 
students, the math curriculum at airplane trip our group of ten took attitudes manifested by some of 

of the colleges, has not been (Students, if they have a valid I.D., the people walking past. The 
revised for 26 years. get reductions of 50 percent on all poorer ones ignored it. Fhe two

Tension between the students domestic flights, 25 percent on other North Americans I was with 
and the administration, when it international ones. Unlike in more or less ignored it (in 100 
does appear, tends to be rather Canada, a student with such a degree heat, it was not exactly like 
more acute in its manifestations, ticket need not fly standby ) I came roses.) ...
Armed guards from the army can briskly into the official’s office, Many of the middle class looking 
be seen here and there on some of arranged the ten passports, ten people did not ignore it. They d run 
the more volatile campuses. visas, ten studtent cards and ten past They would ho*d ba"d .
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g|0Wlvi” And he did. ..slowly. In Calcutta, and indeed, all of

Bengal has often been on the 
forefront of various Indian political 
movements. There is often a 
certain current of activism in the 

approximately 80 kilometers thro- city. Demonstrations (of the 
ugh mountainous rain forest.

Bob Elliot was placed on a 
construction project in Nigeria, 
working with the host nationals to 
build a hospital. The way of life in 
the two Countries forced the two 
participants into some interesting 
adaptations. These projects served 
the function of providing contacts 
for the two Crossroaders in order 
for them to better acquire an 
understanding of the culture and 
customs of the peoples of the host 
countries.

A great deal of interest has been 
expressed by quite a number of 
students with regards to the 1974 
Crossroads program. Applications 

November 15 and forms
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DRINKS Vi PRICEessence) of the great wave of 
political awareness that sweptit

Crossroads will give presentation
Two returned participants of the 

1973 Canadian Crossroads Interna
tional summer program in Africa 
will offer a slide presentation on 
Tuesday, November 6 in Room 26 
of the SUB at 7 p.m. This event is 
open to staff and faculty of UNB 
and STU as well as any other 
interested persons.

1974 B.B.A. GRADUATES

interested in a career in public accounting 
leading to qualification as a Chartered Accountant 

are invited to meet 
with our representative on campus

Maria Wawer, who went on a 
similar seminar to India, organiz
ed by the World University Service 
of Canada, will also be on hand to 
show her movies of that country.
Rather than actually working in 
India, Maçia did a research project 
on medical" facilities. She also 
travelled throughout various reg
ions, reaching Assam (between close on 

BanglaDeshand Burma) and went may be ob|?'n®d f™ F b i 
to Nepal. She also had the Flanagan at the UNB-SRC bus. 
opportunity to live with nationals ness office, Rm. 126 m the SUB 
of India, both in cities and in at this event. .
villaep stuations This presentation promises to be

Pat Flanagan spent three beneficial to those attending as the 
months in Ethiopia working in participants' «^pressions of the 
conjunction with the YMCA host countries will no doubt be 
helping with recreation programs somewhat more along the lines of 
in PAddis Ababa and teaching gut reactions and on a much 
swimming at a youth camp, as well “earthier” kvel than tradit.cina 

taking part in a four day hike of presentations. Y all come

Wednesday, November 7

Appointments may be arranged with the student placement office.

H.R. DOANE AND COMPANY
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

ST JOHN'SSAINT IOHNCHARLOTTETOWN HALIFAX
Amherst, Antigonish, Bathurst, Bridgewater, Campbellton, Corner Brook, 
Dartmouth, Digby, Fredericton, Grand Falls, Kentville, Moncton, New Glasgow, 
Newcastle, Summerside, Sydney, Truro, Windsor, Woodstock.
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"STEREO COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES”

Akai, B&O, BSR, Connoisseur, Dual, Dynaco, Elac, Empire, Fisher, Garrard, JVC, Procom, 
RSC, Sansui, Sinclair, Sony, Sound, Stanton, Teac, Thorens

STEREO SYSTEMS 454-9430n.

CALL FOR QUOTE


